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Abstract 
Wh-question has aroused considerable attention of linguists around the 
world. English is a wh-movement language, while Chinese is commonly rec-
ognized as a wh-in-situ language. By the advent of the Minimalist Program 
outlined by Chomsky, the syntactic derivation in a phase-based approach has 
reduced the computational operation. The syntactic structures are built in a 
bottom-up and one-phase-at-a-time way. Merge and Agree are the most basic 
syntactic operations. The paper presents how Phase Theory works and clari-
fies a computational model of generation of wh-questions. This model ac-
counts for how the uninterpretable [WH] feature of wh-phrases is checked 
and deleted and when phrases are sent to Spell-Out. The paper tries to ex-
plore the similarity and difference of nominal wh-words between English and 
Chinese in matrix and embedded wh-questions, which will help provide fur-
ther evidence of the power of universal grammar, and the usefulness of the 
approach to syntactic operation of other languages. 
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1. Introduction 

The syntactic analysis of wh-questions has aroused considerable attention of 
linguists in the last thirty years of generative syntax. Wh-question movement has 
been the focus of extensive syntactic analysis in Chomsky’s (1981-1991) Gov-
ernment and Binding theory and the Minimalist Program (1995-2015) and other 
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analyses of many syntacticians (Mushait, 2019) [1]. Linguists have made vari-
ous discussions on wh-questions in different languages in order to present a 
unified treatment within universal grammar and parameters. Principles are 
considered universals on the basis of which it is suggested that all languages 
are similar, while on the other hand, parameters are regarded as those ele-
ments which mark sharp differences between different languages (Miller, 2016 
[2]; Yeo, 2010 [3]; Givon, 2001 [4]). The paper tries to explore the generation of 
wh-questions in English and Chinese within the minimalist framework outlined 
by Chomsky (1998 [5], 1999 [6], 2001 [7]). The derivation is proceed based on 
Chomsky’s (2001 [7], 2005 [8] [9], 2013 [10], 2015 [11]) Phase Theory. As Man-
darin Chinese is commonly recognized as a wh-in-situ language, the wh-word 
like “shenme” as the wh-object following a V is not fronted as in English. A 
question that naturally arises is the syntactic difference of the wh-question deriva-
tion between English and Chinese. The study on Chinese’s wh-questions in a 
phase-based approach is less. The paper tries to examine the minimalist compu-
tation about that in accord with the economy principle. The core objective of the 
paper is to demonstrate the derivation of wh-questions in English and Chinese 
and show the interaction between the Chinese and Chomsky’s Phase approach, 
which will help provide further evidence of the power of universal grammar, and 
the usefulness of the approach to syntactic operation of other languages.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will be a literature review on 
wh-questions in English and Chinese. Section 3 will review the grammatical com-
putation within the MP, and introduce the theoretical basis and concepts of phase 
model. In Section 3, I will examine the wh-questions featured by wh-object and 
wh-subject in English proceeded by phase, showing that wh-phrases are copied 
in the Spec CP position. In Section 4, I offer syntactic analyses of wh-questions 
in Chinese based on Phase approach, showing how wh-questions can be derived 
in minimalist syntax. In Section 5, I compare the derivation of wh-questions in 
English and Chinese, showing the unified analysis and parameters under inves-
tigation. Section 6 will conclude the paper. 

2. Literature Review 

In the Minimalist Program, Chomsky (1995) [12] argues that the raising of a 
wh-operator to [Spec, CP] must be motivated by feature checking. Based on 
Chomsky’ s theory, various syntactic analyses and approaches have been offered 
in order to obtain a satisfactorily unified treatment of different categories of 
wh-questions and wh-questions in different languages across the world.  

Cook & Newson (2014) [13] argues that the movement of a Wh-expression 
states the movement of question component or interrogative phrase from an 
argument position towards the closest non-argument position which indicates 
complementizer phrase. Hadas (2017) [14] presents the distribution of interven-
tion effects in English multiple wh-questions and figures out that intervention 
does not correlate with superiority. Instead, it makes reference to the LF repre-
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sentation of the question. Claudia Felser (2001) [15] puts forward The Sin-
gle-Step Hypothesis that there are no intermediate steps in long wh-movement. 
Rather than creating a trail of phonetically null copies, long wh-raising takes 
place in a single step. 

The movement parameters among different languages have aroused the atten-
tion of many linguistics. By the advent of Standard Theory and Extended Stan-
dard Theory of Chomsky in the 1970s, many scholars have questioned his argu-
ment on wh-movement, particularly in Chinese. Huang (1982a [16], 1982b [17]) 
is the first to point out the postulation of a covert wh-raising process at LF. 
Cheng (1991) [18] proposes Clausal Typing Hypothesis. The sentence type or 
the force is determined in the overt syntactic stage. Overt movement will not 
occur in languages with question particles, whose sentence type or the force is 
determined by question particles. The sentence type or force of languages with-
out question particles is determined by word order. Aoun and Li (1993) [19] 
argue that in both English and Chinese, wh elements in situ need not raise to the 
Spec of Comp in the LF component, and it’s the Qu-operator that is raised to the 
appropriate Spec of Comp position by S-Structure. Hooi (2005) [20] shows that 
an adverbial wh-phrase undergoes covert feature movement in MC, while a no-
minal wh-phrase undergoes covert phrasal movement. Wen, Guan & Zhang 
(2015) [21] explores the derivation of wh-questions in English, Chinese and Ko-
rean based on CP-split Hypothesis proposed by Rizz (1977) [22]. Wh-phrases 
merge with ForceP with a strong Edge feature, which attracts wh-phrases to lo-
cate in its Spec position. TP has to experience an integral raising. Bayer (2015) 
[23] investigates Wh-in-situ systematically within the minimalist theories. He 
interprets different concepts related to Wh-in-situ, investigated parallels be-
tween Wh-extraction and Wh-in-situ, and difference between overt movement 
in Wh-in-situ, coping, pied-piping, Q-Binding and D-linking. 

The previous researches have provided various accounts for the wh-questions. 
With respect to English, researches on long wh-movement and multiple wh ques-
tions are in disputes. The focus that drives study on Chinese wh-questions is the 
problem about wh-in-situ or wh-ex-situ. The research in-depth on syntactic deriva-
tion of Chinese wh-questions in a phase-based approach is few, which will be the 
emphasis in the paper.  

3. Theoretical Base 

3.1. Grammatical System of MP  

The faculty of language is a component of human mind dedicated to language, 
linking with the performance system through sensorimotor system and concep-
tual-intentional system. Composed of computational system and lexicon, Lan-
guage L is a device that generates a pair <Phon, Sem>. An expression converges 
if it converges at both Phonetic and Semantic interfaces, otherwise, it will crash. 
UG makes available a set F of features (linguistic properties) and CHL (the 
computational procedure for human language) that access F to generate expres-
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sions (Chomsky, 1998) [5]. Language selects a subset [F] of {F}, and proceeds 
operation by assembling elements of F into a lexicon Lex. Then the derivation 
will make a one-time selection lexical array LA from Lex. The derivation steps 
can be shown as follows. 

1) a) Select [F] from the universal feature set F. 
b) Select Lex, assembing features from [F]. 
d) Select LA from Lex. 
d) Map LA to Exp, with no recourse to [F] for narrow syntax.  
(Chomsky, 1998) [5] 
Narrow syntax, phonological component and semantic component are the 

components of grammar of L. The computational operation includes Merge, 
Agree and Move. In the process of derivation, DNS is transferred to the phono-
logical and semantic systems for evaluation and interpretation. The spell-out ap-
plies cyclically through Merge, Agree or Move to access the Exp <PHON, SEM>. 
Derivation by phase adopts locality and cyclicity of computational system and 
syntactic operation. A sentence is built step by step by phase, that is, constructed 
by successive application of two basic building operations: Merge and Move.  

Merge, Agree and Move 
Chomsky (1995 [12], 2000 [24], 2001 [7], 2005a [8], 2005b [9], 2006 [25], 2013 
[10], 2015 [11]) introduces three syntactic operations: MERGE (or External 
Merge), MOVE (or Internal Merge), and AGREE. MERGE refers to the opera-
tion that combines two syntactic objects α and β to form another syntactic object 
{α, β}. That is, two objects (α and β) are merged into an unordered set with a la-
bel determined by the head (either α or β).  

2) Merge (α, β) → {γ {α, β}}  
The merged element will inherit the properties of one of the two objects α or 

β. The head determines the label, identifying the properties of the phase. 
MERGE is a binary and recursive operation. The syntactic operations are applied 
only to the root. α and β can be merged at a time. α or β cannot further merge 
with another object. The merged object can further merge with another object γ. 
The External Merge is to combine two objects from the LA. Foe example, buy 
and books are merged into a VP buy books. The VP can proceed for further 
merge. Internal Merge means that one of the elements merged comes from in-
side the other one. For example, the phrase what is merged with the phrase he 
will buy what, where what he will buy what will be constructed. Chomsky (2000) 
[24] proposes that the operation AGREE establishes a relation (agreement, 
Case-checking) between LI α and a feature F in some restricted search space (its 
domain). Agree involves feature-copying and feature-deletion. It is triggered by 
the need to eliminate uninterpretable features of both the head (the Probe) and 
the target (the Goal) in the probe’s c-command domain. According to Chomsky, 
Merge or Agree (or their combination) preempts Move, which is a “last resort”. 
MOVE is a costly operation, because the target need rise, and the feature is 
checked by the primitive operation AGREE only (Mushait, 2019) [1]. MOVE is 
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the case of Internal Merge, where one of the elements merged comes from inside 
the other one. Move brings overt displacement of a sentence element in repre-
sentation to satisfy the feature-checking. 

3.2. Derivation by Phase 

The term Phase is firstly proposed in work by Chomsky in 1998 where he states 
that a sentence is often decomposed into two phases: CP and vP. Chomsky (2001) 
[7] proposes “propositional” categories CP with force indicator and (transitive) vP 
with full argument structure. According to Chomsky, defective TPs and vPs are 
not phases for the reason that they do not have an external thematic argument. 
Therefore, CP and v*P are phases. The heads of phases v*P and CP carry an EPP 
feature, which allows overt movement that presupposes abstract agreement in 
order to eliminate uninterpretable features. 

Chomsky (2015) [11] reveals that phases are the stages in the derivation, or 
nodes in the phrase marker, where the structure is transferred to the interface 
levels, and as a result it becomes no longer available for further syntactic opera-
tions. Chomsky (2000 [24], 2001 [7]) proposes the Phase Impenetrability Condi-
tion:  

In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations out-
side α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations. 

PIC determines when phrases are sent to spell-out. It indicates that the head 
and its specifier are accessible to further syntactic operations, while the comple-
ment of the phase head becomes impenetrable to further syntactic operations. In 
short, phases are transferred simultaneously at PF interface and LF interface. 
The phase transferred becomes inaccessible to further syntactic operation. Val-
ues of uninterpretable features must be assigned within a phase to make sure the 
Exp converge. 

3.2.1. Feature Valuation  
Each lexical item in the brain is a set of features, among which some are va-
lued/interpretable features and some are unvalued/uninterpretable features. 
Chomsky (2000) [24] proposes the distinction between interpretable features 
and uninterpretable features. Interpretable features refer to the features that play 
a role in semantic interpretation, and uninterpretable features vice verse. Fea-
tures of some lexical items have not been determined before syntactic derivation, 
which should be assigned during syntactic derivation. Feature checking is the 
basis for the derivation by phase. Chomsky (1995) [12] divides the features of 
lexical items into category features; φ features (person, gender and number); 
case features and strong feature F. For example, the person and number features 
of nouns and the tense features of verbs are interpretable features, while case 
feature of nouns and the person and number feature of verbs are uninterpretable 
features. Chomsky (2006) [25] claims that the semantic uninterpretable features 
of the internal components of a phase must be assigned within the phase before 
transferred, otherwise the phase computation crashes.  
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The deletion of uninterpretable features relies upon the identification of 
agreement, the operation of Move and the establishment of head-specifier. 
Chomsky defines the unvalued features as the probe. The probe seeks for the 
goal in its c-command domain to establish agreement relationship, and the un-
interpretable features will be valued and deleted. Chomsky (1999) [6] sees that 
both the probe and the goal must be active, for example, they must have unin-
terpretable features to be checked and AGREE deactivates them both by check-
ing these features. Otherwise they will not be transferred to Spell-Out, and the 
derivation will crash.  

Chomsky (2007 [26], 2008 [27]) states that T and V inherit uninterpretable 
features from phase head, so they are active and can be the probe that seeks its 
goal. The Head of core functional categories: complementizer C, tense T and light 
verb v, all have an EPP feature. As EPP feature is uninterpretable, they have to 
merge a proper element which is in the specifier position of its projection struc-
ture to get the feature valued. The probe must have a complete set of φ-features 
and be active. The agreement relationship between probe and goal triggers the 
movement of goal. The EPP feature of T triggers the movement of noun or 
pronoun in the specifier place of v*P to the specifier place of TP. The EPP fea-
ture of C triggers the movement of wh-expressions to the specifier place of CP.  

The foundation of agreement relationship between probe and goal must satis-
fy the following conditions: 

3) a) Probe α and goal β must all be active in order for the agreement operation 
b) Probe α must have complete φ feature-set to delete the uninterpretable fea-

ture of its matching goal β (Chomsky, 2001) [7]. 
In addition to the above two conditions, Chomsky (2008) [27] claims that probe 

must find its goal in minimal domain (constituent dominant domain) to satisfy 
minimal computation. The probe seeks the closest goal in its minimal domain. 
Available goals in the minimal domain should be equidistant from the probe. 

3.2.2. The Copy Theory of Movement  
Within the framework of generative grammar, when an element is moved, it 
leaves a trace in the original place. A key claim of the Minimalist Program is that 
all structure-building arises by means of a single mechanism, Merge (Chomsky 
1995) [12]. According to MP, all the syntactic operations are simplified into 
Merge for economy and ideal design. The operation of internal merge generates 
several copies by coping instead of moving the relevant constituents off. After a 
constituent moves, what is left is a copy of the constituent, not a trace. The copy 
theory is proposed to satisfy Inclusiveness Condition: 

Any structure formed by the computational system consists of constituents 
that are already present in the LI selected. In other words, no new constituents, 
e.g. indices, bar levels are added to the computation system in the process of de-
rivation. 

(Chomsky, 1995) [12] 
The copy carries on features-set of its mother. Consequently, a chain is a se-
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ries of identical elements. At spell-out, only one copy reaches PF restricted by 
economy, but at LF all copies are available for interpretation.  

Let’s further exemplify the work of phase in the derivation of sentences with 
an example below: 

4) A man was killed. 
In Lexical Array LA = {T, John, was, elected}, each item is a set of features, among 

which some are valued/interpretable and some are unvalued/uninterpretable. 
The personal feature and number feature of auxiliary “was” are uninterpretable, 
which are transcribed as [u-Person, u-Num]. With the NP a man, its case feature 
is uninterpretable, which is transcribed as [u-Case]. In the passive structure, V 
(was) killed has an internal argument with nominative case, but has no external 
argument. V has not a complete set of Φ-features. The verb killed merges with a 
man to form VP, in which a man is assigned patient role. It has interpretable 
[3person, Single] features and [u-Case] feature. Then, T enters the computation 
to merge with VP, forming T’. T has a strong EPP feature. It has uninterpretable 
[u-Pers] and [u-Num] feature and interpretable [Case] feature. T plays the role 
of probe, searching for an NP with [3person, Single] features in the minimal 
domain. A man can be the available goal. Then, a copy of a man remerges to the 
Spec position of TP, where a man’s case feature is valued as [Nominative] and 
EPP feature of T is deleted. At the PF interface, the lower copy of a man is not 
realized. That is, it is deleted as (5) shows.  

5) [VPkilled a man] 
[T' was [VPkilled a man]] 
[TPA man[T’ was killed]]]  

4. Derivation of Wh-Questions in English by Phase 

According to Chomsky, the head C has only an uninterpretable Q feature. The 
uninterpretable probe [Q] on the head C will be checked and deleted in the syn-
tax by Q-agreement. Wh-phrases are equipped with [WH] feature. The EPP 
feature on the head C can account for the displacement of a wh-phrase, since 
uninterpretable features are checked without triggering overt movement with-
in the MP framework. Chomsky assumes that the EPP-feature on the head C is 
similar to the EPP-feature of the head T, which requires the [Spec, CP] confi-
guration to be filled. Therefore, it is assumed that wh-phrases are coped in 
[Spec-CP] in order to evaluate its [WH] feature.  

4.1. Matrix Wh-Questions 

The sentence in (6) is considered the example of analyzing the extraction of 
wh-questions from the object position. This can be shown in (6) below.  

6) What did you buy? 
[CP What C[EPP] did [v*P v*[EPP] you [VP buy]]] 
The derivation begins from selecting lexical items from the LA. We select 

contend words {you, did, buy, what} and functional categories {v, C}. V buy 
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merges with its object complement DP what to from the VP; Because the phrase 
has an thematic external argument, VP merges with the subject DP you, thus 
forming the phase [v*you [VP buy what]. Since the v is a phase head, it has to 
probe for a local goal and hence it finds the object wh-phrase what with unin-
terpretable [WH] feature. The head v agrees with and assigns accusative case to 
the object wh-phrase what. Based on Chomsky’s Phase analysis, it is assumed 
that the light transitive v, acting as the head of the v*P phase, has an EPP feature, 
which attracts the object wh-phrase what to be the second (outer) specifier of 
v*P. Consequently, what is copied to the left periphery of v*p, forming [v*P what 
v* you [VPbuy what]. The head v of v*p has not gotΦ-features. The phase can 
not be transferred to Spell-Out. Then v*p merges with the auxiliary did located 
in the head C which has an Edge feature; the latter re-merges the copy of the 
wh-phrase in the edge of v*P and locates in [Spec, CP]. Thus the uninterpretable 
[Q] feature of the matrix C and [u-WH] of wh-phrase what will be checked and 
deleted. Furthermore, the derivation ends and is transferred to PF and LF. 

7) Who bought the book? 
[CP Who C[EPP] [V*P v*[EPP] [VP bought the book]]] 
The derivation begins from selecting lexical items from the LA. We select 

contend words {who, bought, the book} and functional categories {v, C}. The V 
bought merges with the object NP the book, thus forming the VP projection. 
The phrase VP has an external thematic argument who, which is located in its 
specifier position. VP merges with the subject wh-phrase who in the specifier 
position to form a v*[v* who [VP bought the book]. The head v of the phase v*P 
searches for a local goal. The DP complement is the matching goal under 
agreement and then is assigned accusative case. The light transitive v, acting as 
the head of the v*P phase, has an EPP feature, which attracts the object 
wh-phrase what to be the second (outer) specifier of v*P. Consequently, who is 
copied to the left periphery of v*p, forming [v*P who v* who [VP bought the 
book]. According to Phase theory, since the VP is in the v*P’s domain, the for-
mer must be transferred to the PF and LF interface levels for the necessary in-
terpretation in order for the derivation to converge. The lower copy left behind 
receives a null Spellout in the phonological component. This ensures that the VP 
projection cannot be accessed to any further morpho-syntactic operations and 
that it cannot probe even from outside the v*P phase. Furthermore, the v*P 
phase merges with the null phase head C in order to from the C-bar projection. 
In English the phase head C has an EPP feature, it projects into the CP. As the 
head C is a probe, it has to search for a goal in its domain. The head C has an 
uninterpretable [Q] feature to be checked. The head C locates the goal the sub-
ject wh-word who being the only available candidate, with which it agrees and 
assigns invisible nominative case. The presence of the EPP feature of C attracts 
the copy who in [Spec, CP]. The uninterpretable feature [wh] of wh-word who is 
checked by the agreement between Spec-Head and then is deleted. The subject 
wh-phrase who and the head Phase C have to undergo a mandatory transfer to 
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the PF and LF levels, thus ensuring that the wh-structure is interpreted as inter-
rogative in the syntax. Finally, the grammatical wh-question in (7) above has 
been derived successfully. 

4.2. Embedded Wh-Questions 

8) I wonder what Bob is watching.  
[CP1[TP1[I wonder [CP2 What [C[EPP][TP2[Bob is watching ]]]]]]] 
The derivation begins from selecting lexical items from the LA. We select 

contend words {I, wonder, Bob, is, watching, what} and functional categories {v, 
T, C}. The V watching merges with the object NP what, thus forming the VP 
projection. The phase VP merges with the auxiliary is, forming a T’. Bob is an 
external thematic argument, located in [Spec, TP]. TP2 then merges the null 
phase head C in order to from the C-bar projection. In English the phase head C 
has an Edge feature (EF), it projects into the CP. As the head C is a probe, it has 
to search for a goal in its domain. The head C has an uninterpretable [Q] feature 
to be checked. The head C locates the goal the object wh-word what being the 
only available candidate. The presence of the EPP feature of C attracts the copy 
who to be in [Spec, CP2]. The uninterpretable feature [WH] of wh-word what is 
checked via the agreement between Spec-Head and then is deleted. CP2 has to 
undergo a compulsory transfer to the PF and LF levels. The next step is to merge 
with CP1. As TP is in CP’s domain, I wonder will be transferred to Spellout. The 
higher copy of wh-word what locates at CP2 instead of CP1 as the latter is cha-
racterized by being [-WH], in turn, declarative in force. Finally, the grammatical 
wh-question in (8) above has been derived successfully. 

5. Derivation of Wh-Questions in Chinese by Phase 

Different from English, the head C carries weak [+WH] specifier feature in Chi-
nese, which fails to attract the movement of wh-word in its specifier position. 
According to Ma (2016), he proposes the Interrogative Feature Attraction Hy-
pothesis that the wh-feature of a wh-XP (a word or a wh-phrase) must be at-
tracted to spec CP in wh-questions for wh-feature checking requirement. In Null 
Spec type of languages such as Chinese, the head null complementizer carries 
weak [+WH] specifier feature, attracted by the sentential affix “ne” or tone Q, 
which only attracts the wh-feature of the wh-word or the wh-phrase to move to 
spec CP in the matrix clause so that the [WH] specifier feature of C is checked 
and the sentence is interpreted and an interrogative sentence (Ma, 2016).  

5.1. Matrix Wh-Questions 

9) Ni maile shenme? 
You bought what? 
[CP C[TP ni[T[v*P [v*[VP maile shenme]]]]]]  
The derivation begins from selecting lexical items from the LA. We select 

contend words {ni, maile, shenme} and functional categories {v, C}. The V maile 
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merges with the object NP shenme, thus forming the VP projection. The VP has 
an external thematic argument ni, which is located in its specifier position of 
v*P. The phase [v*P ni[v*[VP maile shenme]]] is derived, where the comple-
ment shenme has a [WH] feature. In the phase v*P, the [WH] feature of shenme 
can not be checked, and the agreement feature of the head v in v*p has not been 
valued. The phase v*P proceeds for further syntactic operation. V*P merges with 
null T to form TP projection. The head T is the probe which probes in order to 
locate the goal in its governing domain. However, there are two available goals: 
the first one is the object wh-phrase shenme, and the second is the subject DP ni. 
But the [WH] feature of shenme cannot be checked in [Spec, TP]. Therefore, ni 
is coped in the Spec TP position, forming [TP ni T[v*P ni[v*[VP maile 
shenme]]]]. As a result, the head T agrees with and assigns nominative Case to 
the subject DP ni. As the [WH] feature of shenme fails to be checked, and TP is 
not a phase, thus no spell out occurs. The next step is to from the phase CP. TP 
projection merges with the null interrogative phase head C; the latter merges 
with a null Spec. The wh-feature of the DP shenme is attracted by the weak spe-
cifier feature of the head C and moved to spec CP to check the specifier feature 
of the head. The [WH] feature of the wh-word shenme agrees with the weak 
specifier feature of the head C. Thus the uninterpretable [Q] feature of the ma-
trix C and [u-WH] of wh-phrase shenme will be checked and deleted. Further-
more, the derivation ends and is transferred to PF and LF.  

10) Shui maile zheben shu? 
Who bought the book? 
[CP C[TP shui[T[v*P [v*[VP maile zheben shu]]]]]]  
The derivation begins from selecting lexical items from the LA. We select 

contend words {shui, maile, zheben, shu} and functional categories {v, T, C}. 
The V maile merges with the object NP zheben shu, thus forming the VP projec-
tion. The VP merges with a light affixal v in order to form v*P. The phase has an 
external thematic argument shui. V* merges with the subject wh-phrase shui in 
the specifier position of v*P to form a phase [v*P shui[v*[VP maile zheben 
shu]]], where the specifier of v*P shui has a [WH] feature. The head v of the 
phase vP searches for a local goal. The DP complement zheben shu is the 
matching goal under agreement and then is assigned accusative case. In the 
phase [v*P shui[v*[VP maile zheben shu]]], the [WH] feature of shui in the Spec 
position can not be valued. The phase v*P proceeds for further syntactic opera-
tion. V*P merges with a null T to form TP projection. Since T has an EPP fea-
ture, shui is coped in the spec TP position, forming [TP shui[T[v*P shui[v*[VP 
maile zheben shu]]]]]. As a result, the head T agrees with and assigns 
nominative Case to the subject DP shui. As the [WH] feature of shui in the Spec 
position fails to be checked, and TP is not a phase, thus no spell out occurs. The 
next step is to from the phase CP. TP projection merges with the null interroga-
tive phase head C which has an Edge feature; the latter merges with a null Spec 
of CP, form the phase[CP C[TP shui[T[v*P shui[v*[VP maile zheben shu]]]]]]. 
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The wh-feature of the DP shui is attracted by the weak specifier feature of the 
head C and moved to spec CP to check the specifier feature of the head. The 
[WH] feature of the wh-word shui agrees with the weak specifier feature of the 
head C. Thus the uninterpretable [Q] feature of the matrix C and [u-WH] of 
wh-phrase shui will be checked and deleted. Furthermore, the derivation ends 
and is transferred to PF and LF. 

5.2. Topic Wh-Questions 

11) Naben shu, zhangsan xihuan? 
Which book, Zhangsan like? 
[CP naben shu[TPZhangsan [T[v*P [v* [VP xihuan]]]]]] 
As Chinese is a topic prominent language (Li & Tompson, 1976, 1981), an 

example in given in the paper to examine such kind of syntactic operation of 
wh-questions. It may be hypothesized that in Chinese C possesses peripheral 
feature of topic (Ma, 2016) [28]. The derivation begins from selecting lexical 
items from the LA. We select contend words {naben, shu, zhangsan, xihuan} and 
functional categories {v, T, C}. The V xihuan merges with the object NP naben 
shu, thus forming the VP projection. The phrase VP has an external thematic 
argument Zhangsan, which is located in its specifier position. The light v has an 
EPP feature. The head v of the phase v*P searches for a local goal. The DP com-
plement naben shu is the matching goal under agreement and then is assigned 
accusative case. The object wh-phrase naben shu to be the second (outer) spe-
cifier of v*P, forming the phase [v*P naben shu [v* Zhangsan[VP xihuan naben 
shu]]]. The head v of v*p has not acquired agreement feature. The phase can not 
be transferred to the Spellout. Then v*p merges with T to form TP projection, 
where the head T is the probe which probes in order to locate the goal in its go-
verning domain. The subject Zhangsan is the matching goal. Because the object 
wh-phrase naben shu has been assigned accusative case by the verb xihuan. The 
agreement feature of head T triggers the movement of Zhangsan, which moves 
to TP and forms [TPZhangsan [T[v*P naben shu [v* Zhangsan[VP xihuan na-
ben shu]]]]]. As a result, the head T agrees with and assigns nominative Case to 
the subject DP Zhangsan. The next step is to from the phase CP. TP projection 
merges with the head C which possesses peripheral feature of topic; the latter at-
tracts the wh-phrase naben shu to move to C, forming the phase [CP naben 
shu[TPZhangsan [T[v*P naben shu [v* Zhangsan[VP xihuan naben shu]]]]]]. 
The lower copies are mot realized. Therefore, if the wh-phrase is the topic in 
Chinese sentences, the wh-phrase is moved to the head C in a bottom-up way. 
The movement of wh-phrases in base-generated topics agrees with Pan’s (2014) 
[29] four types of wh-ex-situ. 

6. Conclusions 

I have demonstrated how this computational model successfully derives the 
syntactic representation under the framework of MP. Crucially, the phase 
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model helps to clarify our understanding of how sentences are generated from 
the perspective of Phase Theory. The paper has discussed the derivation of 
wh-questions in English and Chinese in a phase-based approach. We hold the 
same opinion, as most of scholars, that Chinese is a wh-in-situ language. The 
head C has strong [WH] feature in English and weak [WH] feature in Chinese. 
It has been observed that for the extraction of wh-words from the object position 
in English, the wh-words are copied in Spec CP position for feature valuation 
and feature checking, while the wh-phrases as the DP object remain in-situ in 
Chinese based on WH Feature Attraction Hypothesis. Thus the movement of 
wh-phrases is mandatory in English and is not in Chinese. It has been shown 
that in the case of subject wh-raising, the VP must be transferred to the PF and 
LF interface levels for the necessary interpretation, which is different from the 
object wh-rasing for the uninterpretable feature of the wh-word in the object po-
sition. The wh-word in Chinese sentences locates in Spec TP for meeting T’s 
EPP feature. The question feature agrees with the weak specifier feature of the 
head C, which attracts the [WH] feature of the wh-word. In embedded 
wh-questions, wh-phrases are located in [Spec, CP2] instead of CP1, and the 
movement of T to C is not involved for its declarative force. The topic in Chi-
nese is prominent. Linguists hold different opinions toward its syntactic deriva-
tion. The paper holds that Chinese C possesses peripheral feature of topic. The 
topic wh-phrases locate at the C position, and the [WH] feature can be checked 
and deleted.  

Findings from this study make a contribution to research on wh-questions. 
Particularly, the MP provides a phase model to demonstrate the syntactic deriva-
tion of wh-questions in Chinese, a wh-in-situ language. Issues concerning the 
generation have been addressed in the paper. On one hand, the paper has exem-
plified the theoretical feasibility of the phase model that is not yet mature in a 
comparative way. On the other hand, the paper tries to raise concerns of linguis-
tic learners with respect to different wh-question structures. I leave for future 
work in depth discussion of the many details of this model, as well as its applica-
tion to a variety of other examples in other languages. It remains to be proved 
that the paper does not take the wh-words as indefinities into consideration. Be-
sides, it ignores adverbial wh-phrases and wh-questions with question particles 
like ne and ma in Chinese. In recent years, Chomsky has been exploring lan-
guage evolution from the biological perspective. He (2017) [30] proposes that 
Merge is a good candidate for the minimalist computational operation. The op-
timal computational operation, Merge, does not change the merged elements, and 
Merge imposes no order on the merged elements. Derivation of wh-questions by 
Merge should be an important topic for further research. 
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